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Abstract Brain functional and psychophysical studies have

clearly demonstrated that visual motion perception relies on

the activity of the middle temporal complex (hMT?). How-

ever, recent studies have shown that hMT? seems to be also

activated during tactile motion perception, suggesting that this

visual extrastriate area is involved in the processing and

integration of motion, irrespective of the sensorial modality.

In the present study, we used repetitive transcranial magnetic

stimulation (rTMS) to assess whether hMT? plays a causal

role in tactile motion processing. Blindfolded participants

detected changes in the speed of a grid of tactile moving points

with their finger (i.e. tactile modality). The experiment

included three different conditions: a control condition with

no TMS and two TMS conditions, i.e. hMT?-rTMS and

posterior parietal cortex (PPC)-rTMS. Accuracies were

significantly impaired during hMT?-rTMS but not in the

other two conditions (No-rTMS or PPC-rTMS), moreover,

thresholds for detecting speed changes were significantly

higher in the hMT?-rTMS with respect to the control TMS

conditions. These findings provide stronger evidence that the

activity of the hMT? area is involved in tactile speed pro-

cessing, which may be consistent with the hypothesis of a

supramodal role for that cortical region in motion processing.

Keywords Repetitive TMS � Speed detection � Tactile �
Temporal lobe

Introduction

It has been widely demonstrated that the perception of

visual motion engages the human extrastriate cortical

region, i.e. the middle temporal complex (hMT?) (Born
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and Bradley 2005; Tootell et al. 1995). However, it has

also been suggested (Hagen et al. 2002; Blake et al. 2004)

that the extrastriate cortex, along the earliest regions of the

dorsal pathway, can process information independently

from sensorial modality. This view was recently supported

by a number of brain functional (Matteau et al. 2010; Ptito

et al. 2008; Beauchamp et al. 2007) and psychophysical

(Konkle et al. 2009; Bicchi et al. 2008) studies, providing

support for the involvement of the hMT? in non visual (i.e.

tactile and aural) motion perception. For example, Konkle

et al. (2009) demonstrated a bidirectional relationship

between visual and tactile motion processing. In particular,

using the motion adaptation paradigm, they examined

transfer of the motion aftereffect (MAE), where prolonged

exposure to directional motion causes a subsequently pre-

sented stationary or counterphase (flicker) stimulus to be

perceived as moving in the opposite direction (for a review,

see Mather et al. 2008). Interestingly, a reliable MAE was

found when adapting to visual motion and testing with

tactile motion, and vice versa. This cross-modal aftereffect

provides evidence that the processing of visual and tactile

motion relies on shared representations that may play an

important role in modality-specific perception.

Accordingly, in an fMRI study, Ricciardi et al. (2007)

showed that, in both sighted and congenitally blind par-

ticipants, the hMT? was activated during two tasks

involving passive perception of visual and/or tactile mov-

ing stimuli. These results suggest that visual perception is

not a necessary prerequisite in order to activate hMT?.

However, several studies postulated a functional equiva-

lence between imagery and perceptual processes (e.g.

Kosslyn 1994 for a review) as well as a shared neural

network (Kosslyn et al. 2001), although differences are also

reported (Ganis and Schendan 2008) specifically showing

that the same neural population may be differentially

activated during imagery versus perceptual processes.

Further, different studies indicated that visual imagery may

be involved in visual perception in sighted individuals (e.g.

Lacey et al. 2010) through top–down processes (Bar 2007;

Lacey et al. 2009). Taken together, these results indicate a

complex functional structure involving both perceptual and

imagery processes and confirmed the presence of a supra-

modal organisation of the dorsal stream (Beauchamp

2005). Although convergent, the results obtained from

these studies involved correlative techniques (i.e. PET and

fMRI) and thus, suffer from the criticism that these

imaging data are only correlated to the behavioural results

(Van Orden and Paap 1997). The transcranial magnetic

stimulation (TMS) method allows researchers to investi-

gate causality in the brain–behaviour relationship, by

temporarily affecting the activity of neurons in brain areas

subjected to a magnetic field administered by a coil posi-

tioned over the scalp. One advantage of TMS over other

brain functional methodologies is that TMS can be used to

demonstrate that a specific brain region is causally acti-

vated while performing a given task (Walsh and Pascual-

Leone 2003). In previous work, TMS was used mainly to

assess visual motion perception in the hMT? (McKeefry

et al. 2008; Ruzzoli et al. 2010; Sack et al. 2006; Théoret

et al. 2002), but the role of this area in non-visual motion

perception, such as with tactile dynamic stimuli, has only

been explored previously in a study by our group (Ricciardi

et al. 2011). Participants were asked to press a key when-

ever they detected a change of speed in a translational

Braille-like surface on a cylinder that rotated continuously

at five different speeds. Seven pulses of repetitive TMS

(rTMS) at 10 Hz were applied after each transition, over

either left hMT? or a control site corresponding to the

interhemispheric sulcus. The results showed increased

reaction times and decreased accuracy only when the

stimulation was applied to the left hMT?, but not to the

control site, and the TMS effect was higher when partici-

pants had to detect speeds with a small difference between

them rather than with a larger difference. These results

allowed us to conclude that the hMT? area is also involved

in tactile motion perception.

In the present study we aimed at replicating and

extending the study by Ricciardi et al. (2011), by including

additional experimental conditions and analyses, since

several methodological limits of the previous experiment

may have hindered interpretation of the main result. First

of all, Ricciardi et al. (2011) did not test some crucial

parameters of the experimental task such as different sets

of speeds, preventing the possibility to get additional

information on perceptual processing. Therefore, we

devised a preliminary experiment, in which three sets of

speeds were tested to determine whether the parameters

used in our previous study (Ricciardi et al. 2011) were the

most appropriate. Although, we expected to obtain confir-

mation for the parameters used in the previous study, other

sets of speeds (with closer distances between them) were

also tested. The rationale was that, if participants could

detect speeds changes from a more precise set of speeds,

then we could (i) obtain enhanced perturbation of the

performance (since rTMS effects are measured on thresh-

old shifts), and (ii) determine the psychophysical limits of

the tactile motion detection process.

In the main experiment, the most appropriate parameters

obtained from the preliminary experiment were assessed,

while rTMS was applied either over the hMT? or a control

site (i.e. the interhemispheric sulcus in the posterior pari-

etal cortex, PPC). We used the same procedure and stim-

ulation sites as Ricciardi et al. (2011), in order to add

reliability to their results. In addition, we included a sup-

plementary control condition without stimulation (No-

TMS), which was not present in the earlier study of
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Ricciardi et al. (2011). Critically, the No-TMS condition

would allow better disentanglement of rTMS-mediated

effects, paying particular attention to the relationship

between the neural activity induced by TMS and the

resulting task execution (Miniussi et al. 2010; Ruzzoli et al.

2010). In particular, this condition allowed us to verify

whether TMS stimulation of the PPC produced an

improvement/decline in performance, or no difference. In

the latter case, the no-stimulation condition would repre-

sent a better control condition. This measure was necessary

to quantify any non-specific TMS effects on task

performance.

Moreover, in the present study we sought to estimate

detection thresholds, since they represent a more direct

measure of the effect of the TMS. Thus, we assessed

whether rTMS affects the speed change detection (Ricc-

iardi et al. 2011) influencing: (i) speed change detection

thresholds, while keeping the slopes of the psychometric

functions constant, or (ii) slopes, while maintaining the

detection thresholds constant, or (iii) both parameters

(Harris et al. 2008; Ruzzoli et al. 2010). In the first case,

variation of the detection thresholds could be fully attrib-

uted to interference of the process performed in the stim-

ulated region. In the second case, the variation would

merely produce a change in the strength of the effective

signal processing, due to a greater internal noise thus

rendering the task harder and affecting the ability of par-

ticipants to detect speed changes (Buss et al. 2009; Mather

and Pavan 2009). Finally, if both these parameters chan-

ged, then both of the processes could account for the

change in performance.

Therefore, our operational aims were: (i) to specify the

set of speeds that produce a reliable performance in

detecting speed changes more effectively, and (ii) to define

the characteristics of the underlying mechanism/s involved

in tactile motion perception, in terms of detection thresh-

olds and slopes (i.e. trying to disrupt these parameters with

the rTMS stimulation). The differences in both paradigm

and data analysis seek to improve the entire methodologi-

cal setting to assess reliably whether hMT? is involved in

tactile motion perception.

Preliminary Experiment

The aim of the preliminary experiment was to determine

the most effective parameters of the behavioural task, thus

improving the procedure used by Ricciardi et al. (2011). In

fact, that study omits testing of different sets of speeds.

Therefore, in the present experiment, three sets (deter-

mined by the diameter of a set of cylinders) were tested, in

order to obtain a range of data suitable to evaluate the

reliability of the participants’ performance.

Method

Participants

Twelve subjects (4 males; mean age: 24 years; age range,

21–30 years), recruited through advertisements, partici-

pated in the pilot experiment. All subjects were right-

handed, according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory

(Oldfield 1971). All participants were free from any med-

ical, neurological or psychiatric disorder, and were not

taking any medication. All gave their written informed

consent after the study procedures had been explained. The

whole experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the Department of Psychology, University of

Pavia (Italy).

Apparatus and Procedure

Three cylinders with a surface made of a regular grid of

tactile points (diameter: 0.5 mm, height: 0.5 mm, density:

0.8/cm2; dot spacing is displayed in Fig. 1) were used. The

small, medium and large cylinders were 5.1, 6.9 and

10.0 cm in diameter, respectively. The cylinders were

rotated outwardly at five different speeds by an electric

engine connected to a computer through a controller. This

received impulses from a PC parallel port and translated

them into variations of the power passed to the engine;

speeds changed instantaneously. Grids of tactile points, the

larger cylinder and the speeds produced by the engine were

the same as those of Ricciardi et al. (2011). The five speeds

were set to increase regularly from 0.42 to 0.62 revolutions

per second, whereas the tangential speeds were propor-

tional to the diameter of each cylinder. The speeds for the

smaller cylinder were 8.29, 8.78, 9.20, 9.71, and 10.15 cm/

s, the speeds for the medium cylinder were 10.99, 11.63,

12.19, 12.87, and 13.45 cm/s and the speeds for the largest

Fig. 1 Dot spacing of the surface of the cylinders: 0.85 cm for the

direction parallel (a) and 0.80 cm for the direction perpendicular to

the cylinder rotation (b)
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cylinder were 16.03, 16.96, 17.78, 18.77, and 19.62 cm/s.

The five speeds for each cylinder size were coupled to

obtain 4 changes in speed. Each speed change was either

ascending (i.e. passing from a slower to a faster speed) or

descending (from a faster to a slower speed). A sharp

transition was always used to change from one speed to the

other.

The arrangement of the speed changes in pairs led to a

total of 20 different combinations, separated into four

levels on the basis of the distance between the two speeds,

ranging from a distance of 1 (e.g. speeds 3–4) to a distance

of 4 (e.g. speeds 1–5). For sake of clarity, we will refer to

the distance between two speeds as the ‘‘speed gap’’.

Because four pairs of speeds were available for the smallest

speed gap (i.e. a speed gap of 1 could originate from speeds

1–2, speeds 2–3, speeds 3–4, and speeds 4–5), but only one

pair of speeds was available with the higher speed gap

(speeds 1–5), the pairs for larger speed gaps were repeated

to obtain the same number of stimuli for each category (i.e.

eight, when considering the ascending and descending

speed directions). Moreover, eight trials with no change of

speed (i.e. a speed gap of 0; catch trials) were included in

each block, giving a total of forty trials (32 ? 8). These

were presented through concatenation of the pairs of

speeds into a single flow (lasting approximately 5 min);

speeds were presented consecutively, with the transitions

between speeds balanced to measure each change size

equally.1 The subjects’ task consisted of pressing the

spacebar whenever a change in the speed of the surface was

detected. The inter-change time was varied from 4 up to

6 s, to avoid rhythmic responses by participants; this range

allowed sufficient time for the participants to perceive the

surface motion and to execute a response.

The cylinder-engine system was hidden in a polystyrene

box, with an aperture on the upper part to allow partici-

pants to insert the stimulated finger while comfortably

supporting the other fingers. Participants touched the cyl-

inder with either the index or the middle finger of the

dominant hand (alternated, between blocks). Participants

were administered one learning block (to familiarise them

with the apparatus/stimuli and task) and six experimental

blocks, obtained from the combination of the three cylin-

ders of different sizes with the two fingers. The presenta-

tion order was randomised between subjects. Participants

were blindfolded while performing the task and pink noise

at 50 decibels was used to mask the engine’s changes of

speed. All responses within a trial, subsequent to the initial

response, were considered false alarms. Moreover, in order

to detect false alarms within the first key-presses, these

were controlled using a two-step method: in the first step, a

response was excluded if its RT was lower than 350 ms or

higher than 4,000 ms, in the second, if its RT was outside

two standard deviations, calculated individually for each

participant. After these steps, the number of excluded

responses was 53: that is, a mean of 0.67 FAs per block/

participant.

Trial presentation, consisting of the transmission of the

impulses through the PC parallel port, was controlled with

Presentation software (Neurobehavioural System Inc.,

Albany, CA, USA).

A series of repeated-measure ANOVAs was performed

on the percentage of correct responses, separately for each

cylinder, since the three cylinders produced a different

pattern of speeds. The following independent within-sub-

jects variables were compared: Speed Gap (four levels),

Speed Direction (two levels: ascending or descending) and

Finger (two levels: index or middle). Because the level

speed gap = 0 was a repetition of the previously presented

speed, it had no direction; therefore, it was excluded from

the ANOVA. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were per-

formed with Bonferroni correction, assuming an alpha

level of 0.05.

Results and Discussion

Two participants did not produce responses for any cylin-

der and were excluded from the analysis. Data from a third

participant were not included in the analysis for the largest

cylinder, due to an error in the data collection system.

Figure 2 shows the results of the preliminary Experi-

ment. The percentage of times reporting a speed change

obtained with the large cylinder ranged from 39.7%

(smaller gap) to 78.7% (larger gap) and was generally

higher than that obtained with the small and medium cyl-

inders across all speed gaps tested. Indeed, the percentage

of times reporting a speed change for the small and med-

ium cylinders ranged from 17.1% (smaller gap) to 32.0%

(larger gap) and from 33.2% (smaller gap) to 65.3% (larger

gap), respectively.

For the largest cylinder (Fig. 2, left panel), a repeated

measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of the Speed

Gap (F3,24 = 15.82, p \ 0.01, g2 = 0.66). Bonferroni

corrected pairwise comparisons showed a significant dif-

ference between speed gap 1 and speed gap 4 and between

speed gap 2 and speed gap 4. In addition, a significant

interaction between Speed Gap and Speed Direction (i.e.

ascending or descending), (F3,24 = 3.25, p \ 0.05,

g2 = 0.28) was found. Bonferroni corrected pairwise

comparisons for the descending direction revealed a

1 For example: Considering the largest cylinder, an initial speed of

16.96 cm/s, which was maintained for 4.5 s, then changed to a speed

of 19.62 cm/s (speed gap = 3, ascending direction), maintained for

4 s. The speed was then changed to a speed of 17.78 cm/s (second

trial, with speed gap = 2 and descending direction) that was

maintained for 5.5 s, and so on.
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significant difference between speed gap 1 and speed gap 3,

speed gap 1 and speed gap 4, and speed gap 2 and speed

gap 4. For the ascending direction, Bonferroni corrected

pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference only

between speed gap 2 and speed gap 4. No other variables or

interactions reached significance.

For the medium cylinder (Fig. 2, middle panel), no

significant effects were obtained.

For the small cylinder (Fig. 2, right panel), we found a

significant effect of the Speed Gap only (F3,27 = 5.17,

p \ 0.01, g2 = 0.36). In addition, no main effects were

found for the Finger used (index or middle) across the three

cylinders.

Overall, in this preliminary experiment, the highest

percentage of times reporting a speed change was obtained

only with the larger cylinder across all the speed gaps.

Main Experiment

The preliminary Experiment revealed that the most reliable

performance was obtained using the largest cylinder. In

Experiment 2, we used this optimal stimulus configuration

to assess whether a transient interaction with the activity of

the hMT? induced by rTMS affected specific processing in

the tactile detection of speed changes.

Participants

Fourteen right-handed subjects (10 males; mean age:

25 years; age range; 20–32 years) were recruited through

advertisements. All participants were free from any medi-

cal, neurological or psychiatric disorder, had no contrain-

dications to rTMS (Rossi et al. 2009) and were not taking

any medication. All participants gave their written

informed consent after the study procedures and the risks

involved had been explained, and received payment for

participating to the study. The whole experimental protocol

was approved by the Ethics Committee of IRCCS Fateb-

enefratelli, Brescia (Italy), according to the Declaration of

Helsinki (1964).

Materials and Procedure

Stimuli and Procedure

Stimuli and procedure were the same as the preliminary

Experiment, except that only the largest cylinder (diameter:

10 cm) was used.

Participants were presented with six blocks: two control

and four experimental blocks. The between-block factors

were the rTMS conditions (three levels: No-rTMS, PPC-

rTMS, and hMT?-rTMS) and Finger (two levels: index vs.

middle, used in alternated sequence). The within-block

factors were Speed Gaps (five levels) and Speed Direction

(two levels: ascending vs. descending). An additional ini-

tial block without TMS was presented to allow participants

to familiarise themselves with the apparatus/stimuli and

task. To obtain a homogeneous sample, and emphasise the

effect of TMS stimulation, participants whose performance

in this initial block were below a threshold of 30%

response rate were excluded from further experimental

blocks. Participants pressed the spacebar with their left

hand whenever they detected a change in speed. To esti-

mate the effectiveness of the stimulation, the following

logistic function was fitted to the data (Lam et al. 1996;

Gleich et al. 2006):

Fig. 2 Results of the preliminary experiment. Because we did not

obtain any significant effects of speed direction or finger for the three

cylinders, we collapsed the levels of these variables and represented

the percentage of times reporting a speed change as a function of the

speed gaps. a shows the percentage of times reporting a speed change

for the large cylinder, b for the medium cylinder, and c for the small

cylinder. Error bars ±SEM
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pðxÞ ¼ aþ ðb� aÞ � ð1=ð1þ e�ððx�mÞ=sÞÞÞ ð1Þ

where p is the probability to report a speed change, x is the

stimulus level, a is the false alarm probability, b is the

maximum response probability, m is the midpoint of the

function and s is the slope. Post hoc pairwise analyses were

performed using the Bonferroni correction with a = 0.05.

TMS Protocol

TMS was performed using a Magstim Rapid (The Magstim

Company, UK) and a figure-eight coil (double 70 mm),

which produced biphasic waveform magnetic stimuli with

a pulse width of 0.2 ms. Stimulation sites were the hMT?

area (experimental site), identified at the Talairach coor-

dinates 49, -62, 5 (the location of peak activation observed

in the study of Ricciardi et al. 2006) and an interhemi-

spheric location in the PPC (control site) at the coordinates

0, -76, 30. The sites were identified on the subject’s scalp

using the SofTaxic Evolution Navigator system (E.M.S.,

Bologna, Italy). This system allows 3D virtual recon-

struction of the cerebral cortex in Talairach coordinates

with a mean error of 2.11 mm and a standard deviation of

2.04 mm, on the basis of digitised skull landmarks as well

as 50 additional, uniformly distributed points mapped on

the scalp with a graphic user interface and a 3D optical

digitiser (NDI, Polaris Vicra).

Stimulation over the experimental site was performed

with the handle of the stimulation coil pointing 45� from

the midline. Stimulation over the control site was per-

formed with the handle of the coil parallel to the midline,

pointing anteriorly. The stimulus intensities were deter-

mined by measuring the individual motor threshold (MT)

at rest and defined as the minimum percentage of the

stimulator output that evoked a visually detectable twitch

in the contralateral hand when contracted (Pridmore et al.

1998). Since the task was not a visual task, we chose

TMS intensity based on a standard individual MT pro-

cedure. This option was also preferred since the indi-

vidual phosphene threshold differed considerably between

subjects, and is generally higher than the MT. The

stimulator output was set at 110% of the MT for the

stimulation of the target sites (mean stimulation: 44% of

the maximum stimulator output; range: 38–52%).

Repetitive TMS consisted of seven TMS pulses at a

frequency of 10 Hz, starting 200 ms after the change of

speed; this temporal window was chosen in order to

(a) intercept the processing in the hMT? area (for

600 ms), and (b) avoid an overlap between the onset of

TMS pulses and speed change (200 ms allows for early

processing in the primary sensorial area). These param-

eters were in accordance with the safety guidelines

(Rossi et al. 2009).

Results

Since a repeated measures ANOVA did not report neither a

significant effect of the Speed Direction (i.e. ascending vs.

descending) (F1,13 = 2.56, p [ 0.05, g2 = 0.17) nor a

significant effect of the Finger (F1,13 = 0.24, p [ 0.05,

g2 = 0.02), data were collapsed across these two main

factors.

An additional repeated-measures ANOVA reported a

significant effect of the main factor TMS (F2,26 = 15.4,

p \ 0.05, g2 = 0.54). Bonferroni corrected pairwise com-

parisons pointed out a significant difference between the

hMT?-rTMS (experimental site) and both the PPC-rTMS

(control site) and the NO TMS condition, but not a sig-

nificant difference between the NO TMS condition and the

PPC-rTMS condition (Fig. 3). In addition, we found a

significant effect of the factor Speed Gap (F4,52 = 321.87,

p \ 0.05, g2 = 0.96); Bonferroni corrected pairwise com-

parisons revealed significant differences between all the

Speed Gaps. In particular, we obtained, on average, 2.08,

16.81, 58.18, 84.23 and 93.75% of responses reporting a

speed change for Speed Gaps of 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 respec-

tively (SE: 0.85, 2.6, 5.2, 2.94 and 1.61, respectively).

Moreover, the ANOVA reported a significant interaction

between TMS and Speed Gap (F8,104 = 2.91, p \ 0.01,

g2 = 0.18). Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons

reported for the Speed Gap = 1 a significant difference

Fig. 3 Results of the main experiment. The percentage of times

reporting a speed change is plotted as a function of the speed gaps for

the hMT?-rTMS condition, PPC-rTMS condition, and the No-rTMS

control condition. The abscissa shows the speed gaps whereas the

ordinate the percentage of responses reporting a speed change. Curves
are reported for the No-rTMS condition, PPC-rTMS, and hMT?-

rTMS. Since the main effect of speed direction and the interaction

between TMS and speed direction were not significant, the two speed

directions were collapsed. Error bars ±SEM
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between the hMT?-rTMS condition and both the PPC-

rTMS and the NO TMS conditions, but not a significant

difference between the NO TMS and the PPC-rTMS con-

dition. For the other Speed Gaps the corrected pairwise

comparisons reported only a significant difference between

the hMT?-rTMS condition and the PPC-rTMS condition.

As the interval between the speed change and the TMS

onset was constant, participants could have learnt this

association, leading them to respond after the TMS pulses.

To test this possibility, we performed a repeated measures

ANOVA, including the Number of Responses as a factor in

the three TMS conditions, collapsing the number of

responses across all the speed gaps (i.e. No-rTMS:

mean = 43.0, SE = 1.3; PPC-rTMS: mean = 43.4,

SE = 2.0; hMT?-rTMS: mean = 36.0, SE = 2.5). The

repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of

rTMS (F2,26 = 15.41, p \ 0.01, g2 = 0.54). Bonferroni

corrected pairwise comparisons revealed that, in the case of

the hMT?-rTMS condition the number of responses was

significantly lower than in the No-rTMS and PPC-rTMS

conditions. Moreover, there was no a significant difference

between the No-rTMS and PPC-rTMS conditions. These

results clearly indicate that participants were not using rTMS

as a response cue.

To further establish the effectiveness of the TMS stim-

ulation, we fitted a logistic function (see Eq. 1) to the

percentage of times a speed change was reported. In par-

ticular, we considered the 50% point of the logistic func-

tion (midpoint) in order to obtain a measure of the effect of

rTMS on the detection of speed changes when applied over

hMT? with respect to the other control conditions (i.e.

PPC-rTMS and NO TMS). In this case, the threshold val-

ues express the difference between two speeds that can be

detected with a probability of 0.5. For clarity, we subse-

quently converted the speed gap threshold values into the

difference between the two speeds (in cm/s). Moreover, the

goodness of the resulting fit was quantified by calculating

the adjusted R-squared.

There was an overall increase of the thresholds for the

hMT?-rTMS, indicating that, in this condition, subjects

needed a larger speed gap to detect the change (see

Fig. 4a). Since a repeated measures ANOVA did not report

a significant effect of Speed Direction (F1,13 = 0.90,

p [ 0.05, g2 = 0.06) nor a significant interaction between

TMS and Speed Direction factors (F2,26 = 0.79, p [ 0.05,

g2 = 0.05), we recalculated the thresholds collapsing the

two directions (i.e. descending and ascending).

A repeated-measures ANOVA on these thresholds

indicated a significant effect of the main factor TMS

(F2,26 = 13.29, p \ 0.05, g2 = 0.50); Bonferroni corrected

pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference

between the mean threshold estimated for the hMT?-

rTMS (mean: 2.26; SE: 0.16), in comparison to both the

PPC-rTMS (mean: 1.80; SE: 0.13) and No-rTMS condi-

tions (mean: 1.78 SE: 0.09). No significant difference was

found between the threshold estimated in the PPC-rTMS

and No-rTMS conditions. Moreover, the adjusted R-

squares estimated were 0.99 for all the TMS conditions

(SE: 0.002, 0.005, 0.001 for No-rTMS, PPC-rTMS and

hMT?-rTMS, respectively), confirming that the logistic

function (Eq. 1) provided a good account for our data.

Subsequently, the values for speed gap threshold were

converted in terms of speed difference that can be detected

with a probability of 0.5. We calculated the mean of the

differences between speeds, relative to each speed gap,

thus obtaining a series of values that were fitted with a

linear function (Y = 0.9506 9 X ? 0.0308; R2 = 0.99).

The resulting thresholds for detecting a speed change

correspond to speed differences of 1.72, 1.75 and 2.18 cm/s

for the No-rTMS, PPC-rTMS and hMT?-rTMS conditions,

respectively. In addition, a repeated-measures ANOVA

performed on the slopes of the best-fitting psychometric

functions (Fig. 4b) did not reveal significant effect for the

main factor TMS (F2,26 = 1.63, p [ 0.05, g2 = 0.11).

The False Alarm probability of the psychometric func-

tions based on the collapsed data were also analysed: and

Fig. 4 Results of the main

experiment. Mean thresholds

(a) and mean slopes (b) for the

no-rTMS condition, PPC-rTMS,

and hMT?-rTMS. Error bars
±SEM
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its estimation resulted to be very low across all the TMS

conditions (i.e. No-rTMS: 0.023, SE: 0.021; PPC-rTMS:

0.013, SE: 0.01; hMT?-rTMS: 0.006, SE: 0.006). This

result suggests that participants had a relatively conserva-

tive criterion in reporting a change in speed. A repeated

measures ANOVA on the False Alarms probability did not

report any significant effect of TMS (F2,26 = 1.51,

p [ 0.05, g2 = 0.10), indicating no difference between the

three conditions.

Discussion

The present experiment showed that, in the hMT?-rTMS

condition, the detection of speed changes was significantly

affected. The overall increase of the threshold when hMT?

was stimulated indicates that participants required a larger

difference between consecutive speeds (i.e. speed gap) to

detect a change, in comparison to both control conditions.

This change in performance after hMT?-rTMS suggests a

clear involvement of this region in detecting speed changes

with tactile moving stimuli.

Moreover, the absence of a significant difference

between the slopes of the psychometric functions indicated

that there were no differences in subjects’ ability to dis-

criminate changes in speed (according to Mather and Pavan

2009).

General Discussion

Despite the increasing number of studies that have shown

involvement of the extrastriate hMT? region in tactile

motion perception, some important methodological con-

cerns still make this hypothesis a matter for debate. Criti-

cally, most of the previous studies used correlational

methods such as fMRI (Hagen et al. 2002; Ricciardi et al.

2007; Beauchamp et al. 2007; Matteau et al. 2010), which

prevents direct investigation of the causal role of this area

in the motion detection network. Only our previous study

(Ricciardi et al. 2011) has used TMS to support the

hypothesis that the hMT? region encodes not only visual

signals, but also information from other sensorial modali-

ties. However, some methodological criticisms have led to

a lack of faith in these results. That said, the methodology

and experimental design used in the present study produced

stable data, in turn, providing strong support for the pro-

posed involvement of hMT? in tactile motion processing.

In fact, this study did not aim to simply replicate the result

of Ricciardi et al. (2011), but also to address the experi-

mental limitations mentioned above. Thus, we aimed to

resolve them by elaborating a psychophysical analysis and

including an additional control condition to evaluate

important characteristics of the perceptual processing more

effectively. Overall, the results provided confirmation for

the conditions used in previous TMS study: among the

conditions evaluated, the one we selected (i.e. the larger

cylinder, along with its set of speeds), indeed produced the

most robust performance in the speed detection task.

Although the angular speed was the same among the cyl-

inders, their diameter was directly proportional to both the

tangential speeds and the range. The manipulation of these

variables in the preliminary experiment led to a very dif-

ferent pattern of results in terms of percentage of times

reporting a speed change. In particular, we found that the

experimental speeds in the range of 16–20 cm/s were the

most suitable parameters to produce a high percentage of

times reporting a speed change. However, the values

obtained from the discarded cylinders suggest that the

manipulation of a lower set of speeds (e.g. 12–16 cm/s)

could be potentially intriguing for a future study, aimed at

determining more precisely the lower bounds of the tactile

speed perception process.

In the main experiment, participants were presented

with and without TMS stimulation in within-subject con-

ditions, which allowed quantification of the impact of TMS

stimulation. However, one cannot quantify the TMS effect

without a reference point, such as a performance free of

TMS pulses. In fact, it could be the case that the stimula-

tion of the PPC enhanced performance, while hMT?

stimulation produced a null effect. The performance in the

no-rTMS condition was, however, comparable to the per-

formance during PPC-rTMS condition, thus suggesting that

TMS applied to the hMT? did actually influence speed

perception processing. The introduction of a further control

condition was necessary in order to determine the absolute

impact of the TMS stimulation, which was a limitation in

the previous work (Ricciardi et al. 2011).

One of the main motivations for the current study was to

determine whether psychometric functions for the detec-

tion of speed changes conformed to the prediction of higher

thresholds and shallower slopes when rTMS was applied

over hMT?. That is, if rTMS over hMT? produced a

shallower slope of the psychometric function than in the

other conditions, while maintaining the threshold constant

(i.e. in respect of the other TMS conditions), this should

have supported the presence of a greater internal noise. In

turn, this would have affected speed change detection and

response times, as pointed out by Ricciardi et al. (2011).

However, this was not the case: the absence of a difference

between slopes and the presence of a significant difference

between the detection thresholds seem to indicate that

hMT? is truly involved in tactile motion perception.

Indeed, rTMS affected the process underlying speed

encoding and did not merely introduce greater internal

noise (Buss et al. 2009). Nevertheless, it is unlikely that
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motion processing would be related to only visuo-tactile

modalities, and not the management of the motion process

per se, as several studies have already suggested (Wolbers

et al. 2010; Bedny et al. 2010). The task used in this study

involved the detection of speed changes; a mechanism

considered a distinct aspect of motion processing (see

Khuu and Badcock 2002). Nonetheless, such a distinction

has been criticised by van Boxtel et al. (2006), whose

findings clearly supported a unified model of speed and

motion perception. One might query the paradigm used in

that study, by noting that participants responded to a fre-

quency change in tactile perception, rather than to speed

processing itself, and that a simple motion/non-motion task

may have been more suitable. However, the finger surface

in contact with the cylinders was around 1 cm2, and the

tactile stimulus dots were translated onto this surface.

Thus, since such translation is perceived as movement, it

would not be reasonable to expect that participants repre-

sented the stimulation as a simple change in frequency of

dots. Moreover, given that the information needed to

determine the occurrence of either acceleration or decel-

eration is based on a more subtle distinction than that

required for a motion/non-motion task (and that motion

would be perceived in any event), the conclusions drawn

from the speed change detection here may definitively be

extended to motion perception. To this end there is psy-

chophysical evidence that tactile motion perception

depends strictly on the temporal frequency of the moving

surface. Dépeault et al. (2008), for example, found a

monotonic relation between subjective speed and the

temporal frequency of a moving dot surface. Such depen-

dency suggests that tactile and visual moving stimuli are

processed similarly at the sensory level. Moreover, Bens-

maı̈a et al. (2006) found that when a tactile grating drifted

in the same direction as that of a distractor visual grating

(presented simultaneously), the visual distractor increased

the perceived speed of the tactile grating. This effect was

proportional to the temporal frequency, rather than the

perceived speed of the gratings, suggesting that the visual–

tactile interaction depends on motion and not simply the

oscillations inherent in drifting sinusoids. On the other

hand, further studies are necessary to clarify the role of the

temporal frequency in tactile motion perception. This

would serve to investigate more deeply whether tactile and

visual motion processing share not only the same neural

substrates, but also the same neural populations with spe-

cific spatiotemporal tuning.

Conclusions

Our findings strengthen the evidence that recruitment of the

hMT? is necessary for tactile motion processing and show a

causal role of this area in non-visual sensory motion pro-

cessing in human subjects. Many limitations of the Ricciardi

et al.’s (2011) study were resolved here, while some others

may still need to be explored further. Future work will be

required to pursue a higher level of specification, by inves-

tigating the role of the anterior and posterior hMT? regions

and how these regions interact in managing the different

aspects of cross-modal representations (i.e. by including

both visual and tactile modalities in the same experimental

context). An approach involving TMS co-registration with

EEG or fMRI is highly encouraged, in order to determine

whether tactile and visual modalities share the same ana-

tomical and functional circuitry.
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